
 

Memory Hacking Software ##HOT##

the / proc file system contains an imaginary or virtual file system. it does not exist physically on disk,
but is created by the kernel in memory. it is used to offer information related to the system

(originally about processes, hence its name). some of the most important files are explained below.
the / proc file system is described in more detail in the proc man page. memory manipulations in

python 2.x are straight forward, you just use thebuiltin functionos.open(filename, mode='r+'), or if
you need to read the entire file, use the builtin functionfile.read(). you should be familiar with these
functions by now, we have covered them in prior chapters. in python 3, however, you will find that it
is a bit different. since python 3 is a memory managed language, the object of the above functions is

now an object instance, not a file handle. to get a handle to the object instance of the file, you will
need to use the special object builtin function, which accepts a string to specify the object to get. the
object function has been given a special flag, new_with_block, to mean it should allocate memory for
the object from the python runtime heap and not from the os file cache. the builtin function will then

return a special object instance that is initialized to point to the newly allocated heap memory.
#create new string to replace old string new_string = "the new string to replace the old string"

#open the file with a handle to the object file_handle = os.open('file_name.txt', mode='r') #create a
new object instance of a file handle file_object = object(file_handle, new_with_block=true) #write the

new string to the file file_object.write(new_string) #close the file object to free the memory
file_object.close() i will leave it as an exercise for the reader how to replace a string in a python 3

file.
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the first time, malloc creates a new space (the heap) for the program (by increasing the program
break location). the following times, malloc uses the same space to give our program new chunks of
memory. those new chunks of memory are part of the memory previously allocated using brk. this

way, malloc doesnt have to use syscalls (brk) every time we call it, and thus it makes malloc and our
programs using malloc faster. it also allows malloc and free to optimize the usage of the memory.

the memory allocator is the software part that allocates virtual memory to programs. it is responsible
for managing and allocating virtual memory and memory blocks. when a program needs to allocate

memory, the virtual memory allocator attempts to satisfy the request using available memory
blocks. if the program cannot allocate a memory block, the allocator usually returns a suitable
replacement block to the program. also, the allocator is the software that deallocates blocks of
memory to programs when they are no longer required. it is also the software part that sets the

program break, allocates memory on the heap, and performs bounds checking. linux systems use a
virtual memory manager (vmm) to manage the virtual memory of the system. this is different from

the allocator. the vmm manages the virtual memory of the system. it is responsible for the allocation
and deallocation of virtual memory to programs. it also provides the kernel with access to the

physical memory that the system uses. the kernel then controls the virtual memory subsystem, and
the vmm manages the virtual memory of the system. 5ec8ef588b
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